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DETERMINATION OF WATER DEPTH USING
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Risto Kuittinen & Yrjö Sucksdorff
KUITTINEN, R. & SUCKSDORFF, Y. 1984. Determination of water
depth using aerial photography. Publications of the Water Research Institute,
National Board of Waters, Finland, No. 60.
Water depths of 1.5 m were interpreted in four lakes on the basis of colors in
aerial films. The interpretation was carried out with a stereopiotter to make it
possible to draw 1.5 m contour lines directly in maps of 1:10000 scale. Color,
color negative, black and white, and water penetration films were usecl. It was
found that this method improves the accuracy of the results when compared
with the 1.5 m contour lines drawn from winter measurements. Depths of up
to 2—3 m could be detected. The accuracy of analytical aerotriangulation of
color films was also tested.
Index words: Water depth, contour line, bathymetry, aerial photography,
analytical aerotriangulation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Water Research Institute of the National
Board of Waters started a program for bathymetri
cal mapping of Finnish inland waters in 1972. For
financial reasons this task is mainly carried out dur
ing winter seasons by making soundings with a lead
from ice. In this mapping method the detection of
reefs and shoals is difficult and time consuming and
the sounding of shallow areas is difficult. For these
reasons the Hydrological Office started a study in
1976 for developing a photohydrographic method
of mapping shallow areas in inland waters. The
method to be developed should be a useful part of
the overail bathymetrical mapping process and
should also give possibilities for inventorying of
the land use and vegetation of the shore areas.
Photohydrography has been studied for many
years and is in operational use mainly in areas
where the water is clear. Keller (1975) describes
methods which The National Ocean Survey used
in coastal mapping and Tewinkel (1963) presented
a method for determining water depth by stereo
photography. Saxena (1982) presented an exellent
review of hydrographic and bathymetric systems.
In Finland photohydrography has been studied
by Valtonen (1979), Kuittinen (1980) and Laurila
(1981). The main problem iii Finland is the tur
bidity of waters, which restricts the use of photo
hydrography to shallower areas than is usual in the
marine environment of the oceans.
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PI(X, 6) = reflectance of water surface
p(X, 62) = reflectance of bottom
r(X) = transmittance of water
a(X) = absorptance of water
- 6 - = angle of incidence —
Part of the radiation penetrating into the water is
reflected and scattered from particles inside the
water. The amount of this radiation, t, (X), is:
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(X) =JE (X) r (X) p, (x, ö r () dx (3)
400
The magnitude of tb (X) determines the possibility
to determine the depth of water because if Lb (X)
< tv,, (X) + t5 (X) the bottom cannot be seen.
When the sun is shining (and the value of E (X) is
high enough for photohydrography) the magnitude
of t (X) is very large compared to tb (X). Thus
only those parts of the photographs can be used
where the effect of t (X) is negligible.
When electromagnetic radiation penetrates the
water, it is attenuated. This attenuation consists of
(1) scattering and absorbtion. The equation which
describes the attenuation can be written:
E (X) = E0 (X) ekQ) x (4)
where
(2) E0 (X) is irradiance at the surface of water
E (X) is irradiance in the water at the depth x
meter
k (X) is the attenuation factor into which scat
tering and absorption are included
x is the depth of water
The attenuation of lake water occurs for two rea
sons, namely the attenuation effect of the water it
L () self and the attenuation caused by materiais in the
water. Figure 2 shows the transmittance (%) of dif
ferent water types as a function of the wavelength
of the EMR. As can be noticed the effect of ma
teriais in the water is very significant.
Figure 3 shows the absorption coefficient of
pure water. Both Figures 2 and 3 show that the
best region of the EMR for photohydrography is
between 480 and 580 nm.
The irradiance at different depths and in dif
ferent water types is shown in Figure 4. The aver
age visible depths of different Finnish lake types is
presented in Table 1. The visible depth of a lake
varies greatly depending on the time of year. In
spring, just after the snow meit, the visible depth is
at its smallest but increases towards the summer
when sediment sinks to the bottom. The greatest
visible depths occur in general in the latter part of
July and in August. Visible depths are measured in
Finland using a white plate, the reflectance of
which is assumed to be about 0.6. Thus these values
do not directly tel1 how the bottom of a lake can
be detected from the air. Elomaa has studied the
penetration of giobal short wave radiation into
2. PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL
BACKGROUND
2.1 Interaction of electromagnetic radiation
and water
When electrornagnetic radiation reaches water,
part of it is reflected and the other part penetrates
into the water. Figure 1 shows the interactions of
electromagnetic radiation, water and bottom. Only
the visible and shorter infrared parts of the electro
magnetic radiation spectrum (wavelengths 400—
1100 nm) are discussed here.
The radiance t () caused by the reflection of
the electromagnetic radiation (EMR) from the
water surface is:
The radiance of the radiation reflected from the
bottom is at the surface of the water tb (X):
1(A) (A )
Lpo (A)
Bottom
Fig. 1. The interactions of electromagnetic radiation,
water and lake bottom.
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Fig. 4. Irradiance at different depths of some water
types: 1 and 2 Gulf stream at 5 m and at 25 m depths; 3
and 4 an artificial lake at 5 m and at 10 m depths; 5 a lake
in a natural state at 5 m depth (Specht et al. 1973).
Table 1. Average visible depths for different Finnish lake
types (Järnefelt, 1963).
Lake type Visible depth (m)
Average Range of variation
Eutrophic — 1.8 0.4.. .4.0
Oligotrophic and with a
small humus content,
S. Finland —4.2 2.0.. .12.5
Foregoing group in north
ern Finland — 6.8 3.1 . . . 10.0
Mesohumosic —2.0 1.5...2.7
Polyhumosic — 1.1 0.3.. .1.4
Fig. 3. Absorption coefficient of pure sea water for
parallel radiation, wavelength range 0.186 to 2.65 zm
(Manual of remote sensing 1974).
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Fig. 5. Bottom aibedos at different depths measured 5
cm under the surface. Wavelengths 385... 700 nm (Elomaa
1977).
lakewater (Elomaa 1977). Some of his results are
shown in Figure 5. On the basis of Elomaa’s study
it is expected that only 2—8 % of the irradiance
above the water surface penetrates to a depth of
3—4 m in lakes of average visible depths. Different
soi1 types have average reflectance values of
between 0.04 and 0.20 when measured on the
ground. If these values are also used to represent
the bottom reflectances, it is possible to make a
rough estimate that the bottom can be detected to
a depth of 0.4—2.0 m in lakes of average visible
depth. In good conditions better results can be
Fig. 2. Spectral transmittance for ten meters of various
water types (Spechr et al. 1973).
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achieved, whereas in poor conditions the bottom
can be seen only to depths of a few decimeters.
In photohydrography the region of about 480—
580 nm of the EMR is used. This means that under
average conditions bottoms at depths of 0.6—2.5
m can be detected using photography. This pro
vides good possibilities to map ali the shaiiowwater
areas in Finnish iakes.
2.2 Aeriai photography for bathymetry
Water depths can be determined from aeriai pho
tographs in two ways: by using stereophotography
or by interpreting the depth using tones of coiors
in photographs. Because the visibility of the
bottom is poor in Finnish iakes and because flight
aititudes of 2—4 km must be used to make the
photographic mission economical, stereophoto
grammetry cannot he used for bathymetricai
mapping. For this reason only the interpretation of
depths has been studied here.
At the beginning of this study in 1976 Water
Penetration fiim, manufactured by Kodak Com
pany, was commercialiy avaiiable. This fiim type
has two emuisions, one sensitive to biue and biue
green iight and the other to green iight (Figure 6).
This film was recommended for use with short
wavelength-cutoff filters (Wratten 2B, 2E, 3, 4).
Water Penetration fiim was no ionger avaiiabie in
1978 and thus coior diapositive and color negative
films were studied.
Another reason for studying other fiim types
arose from the results presented by Lockwood
(Lockwood et al. 1974). In this test the most suit
abie fiim for water depth mapping was SO-397
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Fig. 6. Spectral sensitivies of the two fiim layers of the
water penetration fiim (Specht et al. 1973).
(Ektachrome EF Aerographic Fiim). Studies were
made aiong the California coastiine, where the
water penetration was much better (3—14 m) than
in Finnish lakes.
In one case black and white fiim was aiso studied
to enabie comparison between color and black and
white films. Tabie 2 shows ali the fiim types used
in this study and provides information about the
aeriai photography tasks themselves.
Gommon to ali the methods used in photo
hydrography is that different short waveiength
Tabie 2. Aeriai photography.
Lake Date Time Aerial camera f-stop Shutter Filter Fiim Scale Flight
Speed altitude (m)
Suontiersselkä 3.8. 1976 10.00 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Water penetration 1:22000 3450
Suontienselkä 1.7. 1978 9.20 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Kodak Wratten 3 Color diapositive 1:15000 2400
Suontienselkä 1.7. 1978 9.35 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Kodak Wratten 3 Golor diapositive. 1: 3000 550
Suontienselkä 1.7. 1978 10.30 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Kodak Wratten 3 Color negative 1:20000 3150
Suontienselkä 1.7. 1978 11.30 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Kodak Wratten 3 Color negative 1:15000 2400
Suontienselkä 1.7. 1978 12.30 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 Kodak Wratten 3 Color negative 1: 3000 550
Höytiäinen 24.5. 1978 9.13—11.20 Zeiss RMK A 15/23 5.6 1/150 Zeiss B B & W 1:31000 4750
No 116 197 Kodak Plus X
Pleogon A 2
Puula 26.7. 1980 9.30—9.50 Wild RC-10/NAG II 5.6 1/420 Wild Sandwich Color negative 1:15000 3180
No 7108 color + Wratten 3
Kivijärvi 4.8.1981 11.12—11.34 Wild RC-10/NAG II 5.6 1/350 Wild Sandwich Colornegative** 1:15500 3300
No 7108 color + Kodak HF-4
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Fig. 7. Spectral transmittances of some Wratten Filters
(Granath 1978).
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Fig. 8. Spectral sensitivities of Kodak Ektachrome MS
Aerographic Fiim 2448 (Specht et al. 1973).
cutoff filters are used. By using these filters the ef
fect of atmospheric haze is reduced and the effect
of the blue part of the EMR is reduced in the fiim.
Both of these effects improve the visibility of the
bottom. Figure 7 shows spectral transmittances of
some Wratter Filters and Figure 2 the trans
mittance of some water types. Figure 8 shows the
spectral sensitivities of Kodak Ektachrome MS
aerographic Fiim 2448, which is a color negative
fiim. When short wavelength-cutoff filters are used
the image is produced mainly by the green- and red
sensitive layers of the fiim.
Color infrared fiim has also been used for pho
tohydrography (Granath 1978, Valtonen 1979). In
these cases the fiim has been developed as a nega
tive and instead of the normal Wratten 12 filter a
Wratten 3 filter has been used. The results
achieved with this method have been good in the
coastal areas of the Baltic Sea. In this study color
infrared was not tested, mainly because of the
nonroutine developing process and the require
ment of using the photographs for land use and veg
etation inventories in shore areas. For these tasks
natural color film is better than color infrared fiim.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Aerial photography
Tests were made in four lakes in the Finnish lake
district (Table 2). With one exception ali these
missions were carried out in midsummer, when cir
cumstances were more favorable for photohydro
graphy than in the spring. The black and white
mission of Höytiäinen was a normal topographic
mapping mission. In this case the waters of the
lakes of eastern Finland were abnormally clear due
to the small amount of meltwater and thus the
situation was comparable with circumtances pre
vailing in midsummer in normal years.
In Finland cloud cover is at its smallest in spring
and increases towards the autumn. This causes dif
ficulties for midsummer photographic projects, as
was noticed during this study: in 1977 no projects
could be carried out due to excessive cloudiness.
3.2 Density measurements of aerial
photographs
Ail measurements were made from original films
using two densitometers, one being an ordinary
densitometer for diffuse densities and the other
a microdensitometer. In both densitometers
Wratten 92, 93 and 94 filters were used and
thus the measured densities were integral spectral
densities. Some of the microdensitometer measure
ments were made without any filter (black and
400 500 600 700 800 nm 900
Wavetength
2.0
-1.0
350 400 450 500 550 600 650 rim 750
Wavetengt h
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white as well as color films) and some of the
measurements with the ordinary densitometer were
made using a Wratten 106 filter. The diameter of
the measured area varies in ground scale from 7.5
to 45 m (ordinary densitometer) and from 30 to 60
m (microdensitometer). Water Penetration fiim
and in sorne cases color films were tested only by
visual interpretation. Measured densities and inter
preted water depths were compared with ground
measurements.
3.3 Test measurements
4. RESULTS
4.1 Water depth and fiim density
Figures 9—10 show the correlation between water
depth and fiim density along some of the test lines.
The correlation is clear and in these lines depths of
up to 2—3 m could be detected using green and
red filters. The blue filter did not give any clear
correlation, due obviously to the light penetration
characteristics of water.
Figure 11 shows the correlation of microdensito
meter measurements and water depths in Lake
Puula. The regression equation fitted into the ma
terial was:
Water depths were measured in lakes along the
same lines which were measured by the densito
meters. In some cases white cross-shaped targets
were used for accurate identification of the test
lines in the films and in some cases targets were
also immersed at different depths (0.2—4 m) to
help the visual interpretation of water depths and
to test the visibility of the white targets. Unfortu
nately this procedure did not succeed very well be
cause some of the targets were destroyed before
the missions, which usually took place some weeks
after the installation of targets. However, in the
case of the underwater targets, it was noticed that
the visibility of the white target was more than
double that of the bottom.
Field measurements were also made for testing
the accuracy of interpretation of the 1.5 m depth
line. Control points were measured using an
electro-optical distance measuring instrument and
an echo-sounder or a rod.
3.4 Interpretation of films and drawing of
the 1.5 m depth curve
In order to make the interpretation as accurate and
as rapid as possible and also to test the possibility
of interpreting negative films, water depths of 1.5
m were interpreted in a stereopiotter from original
filrns. Thus it was possible to draw 1.5 m depth
contours in maps directly at the scale 1:10000.
Test results from some testiines were presented to
the interpreter for his interpretation task. In some
cases it was difficult to make exterior orientation
of the stereomodel because no control points could
be found in areas where only a few small islands
existed. For mapping this kind of areas, floating
targets should be used to make the exterior orien
tation definite.
0 0,32 0,60 1.0 1,6 20 2.7
Shorel,r,e Depth
3.0
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Depth
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Fig. 9. Correlation between water depth and fiim
density. Suontienselk, lines 2 and 9, color diapositive
fiim, 1:3000. Colours of light: (O——O) red; (L—)
green; (0—0) blue.
Green fiLter (Wrotten 93)
Red fitter (Wratten 92)
Without filters
m 3.3 3.5
Fig. 10. Correlation between water depth and fiLm den
sity. Puula, line 7, color negative fiim, 1:15 000.
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Table 3. Results of microdensitometer measurements da exp (b z) ddensity zdepth (m)
Lake Fiim type and scale Test line Type of bottom a b R2 n Significance Kodak
Wratten fiiter
Höytiäinen B & W 1:31 300 B sand
sand
sand
69.50 —0.734 0.85 8
B & W 1:31 300 C 117.03 —1.460 0.98 13
B & W 1:31 300 E 75.78 —0.755 0.85 9
B & W 1:31 300 1 68.51 —1.023 0.93 9
B & W 1:31 300 3 73.82 —1.054 0.95 8
B & W 1:31 300 ali lines 75.93 —0.946 0.80 47
Puula Coior negat. 1:15800 3 stones, mud 20.91 —0.731 0.92 8
Color negat. 1:15800 4 siit, sand 28.20 —1.079 0.94 5
Coior negat. 1:15800 5 siit, stones 7.15 —0.900 0.90 6
Color negat. 1:15800 7 siit, mud 12.57 —1.518 0.96 8
Color negat. 1:15800 8 stones 2.81 —0.395 0.11 9
Coior negat. 1:15800 9 stones 9.34 —0.802 0.66 11
Color negat. 1:15800 10 mud 5.32 —0.881 0.72 7
Coior negat. 1:15800 11 mud, stones 4.28 —0.108 0.03 9
Color negat. 1:15800 12 stones, mud 7.91 —0.695 0.83 7
Color negat. 1:15800 13 siit, mud 13.53 —1.639 0.92 5
Golor negat. 1:15800 ali lines
except 8
and 11 12.02 —1.050 0.62 57
Coior negat. 1:15800 ali lines 11.24 —0.973 0.57 75
Coior negat. 1:15800 ali lines 4.49 —0.715 0.29 75 94 Biue
Coior negat. 1:15800 ali iines 14.41 —1.039 0.44 75 93 Green
Color negat. 1:15800 ali lines 23.52 —1.108 0.61 75 92 Red
Kivijärvi Coior negat. 1:15300 1 sand 13.79 —0.331 0.77 5
Coiornegat. 1:15300 4 mud 5.39 —0.111 0.17 7
Golor negat. 1:15300 8 stones 8.66 —0.231 0.26 14 0
Coior negat. 1:15300 9 mud, sand 13.90 —0.533 0.94 6
Golor negat. 1:15300 10 sand 18.33 —0.745 0.31 7
Coior negat. 1:15300 12 sand, mud 12.64 —0.577 0.94 7
Color negat. 1:15300 13 sand, mud 12.11 —0.591 0.93 6
Color negat. 1:15300 14 stones, sand 8.47 —0.268 0.26 9
lines
Coior negat. 1:15300 1+9+12+13 11.14 —0.400 0.62 24
Coior negat. 1:15300 ali lines 10.08 —0.340 0.43 60
explanations
0 singificant in 10% risk ievei
singificant in 5 %
** singificant in 1 %
significant in 0.1 %
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d = a ez, (5)
where
d is the measured fiim density
z is the depth of water
a and b are constants
Table 3 shows the results of ali the microdensito
meter measurements. The correlation between
water depth and fiim density was in most cases
very significant. Only in five lines out of the ali 23
was the correlation insignificant.
4.2 Accuracy of the interpreted water depth
The interpretation accuracy of the 1.5 m depth
curve was tested by making soundings. Figure 12
presents some examples of the match between the
interpreted curve and that determined manualiy
from the ice surface. As can be seen, more detailed
information about the exact path of the curve was
achieved by photohydrography, and the overali
matching was good. Figures 13 and 14 show ex
amples of interpreted 1.5 m depth curves and some
sounding resuits which indicate how tie water
depths vary around this curve when measured from
the iake surface. Figure 15 shows an example of
rocks (k) lying near the interpreted 1.5 m depth
curve.
\.Red filter
Wratten filter n R2 o b Significorice
— 75 0.56 11.24 -0.97 Very signfi
BIue (94) 75 0.29 4.49 -0.72 cant
Green (93) 75 0.44 14.41 -1.04
Red (92) 75 0.61 23.52-1 .11
d aebz d Measured density
z Depht (rn)
n Number of measuremente
a.b Constants
R2 Regression coefficient
4,
0
depth
m
Fig. 11. Correlation between microdensitometer measure
ments and water depths in Lake Puula.
Fig. 12. An example from Lake Kivijärvi of the matching of the interpreted curve and mined from the ice
surface.
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Fig. 13. An example of interpreted and measured 1.5 m depth curves,
Suontienselkä.
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Fig. 14. An example of interpreted 1.5 m depth curve
and measured depths, Puula.
The error of the interpreted depth was deter
mined as shown in Figure 16. It was assumed that
the change of depth is linear.
The error caused by misinterpretation can been
detected as displacement, 1, of the depth curve
or as error in water depth, h. These errors were
determined in two ways.
In lake Kivijärvi h and 1 were determined as
follows.
= 1.5 — 1.5 (m)
1
‘Ik l,5 (m)
(6)
(7)
In lake Puula the results of point soundings were
also used, together with the depths measured from
ice (1.5 m depth curve). Thus h and l were de
termined as follows:
‘ik
h=hm• —1.5(m)
1.5
l =11k1hh(m)
m
(8)
(9)
Fig. 15. An example of how rocks may lie near the
interpreted 1.5 m depth curve, Kivijärvi. K indicates a
rock at a depth of 1.5 m, k-80 means a rock at a depth of
80cm, etc.
Results obtained for h are shown in table 4.
Table 4. Differences between interpreted and measured
depths.
Lake h s n
(m) (m) (pc) Remarks
Kivijärvi + 0.09 0.60 124 Tested using summer
time soundings
+ 0.07 0.75 59 Tested using the 1.5 m
depth curve determined
in winter
Puula
— 0.10 0.49 78 Tested using summer
time soundings
Results obtained for l are shown in table 5.
Table 5. Differences between the positions of the 1.5 m
depth curves.
Lake l s n Type of bottom
(m) (m) (pc)
Kivijärvi 2.3 23 35 Sand
—2.5 13 38 Stones
5.6 23 33 Mud
1.6 20 106 Mixed
Puula —4.8 14 67
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(m) in areas inside the control points. This accu
racy aliows the possibility of using a bathymetrical
mapping process where the depth curve of 1.5 m is
interpreted using aeriai photographs and co-ordi
nates for new fixed points are determined using the
same photographs. These tasks can be carried out
before the fieid works starts in late autumn and
thus greatly assist the sounding task during winter.
Fig. 16. Determination of crrors: hm = measured depth;
= distance of the measured depth from the shoreline:
‘IK = distance of the 1.5 m = depth curve (interpreted)
from the shoreline; = distance of the 1.5 m depth
curve (measured) from the shoreline; h = diffcrence in
depth between the interpreted and the measured depth
( h < 0 if 1_5 >
‘IK 1 = difference between the
courses of the 1.5 m depth curves,
= 1K — 15.
The means of zh show that in general the inter
preted depth (1.5 m) was accurate and no system
atic errors existed. However, the standard devi
ations (s) of the error were high when compared
with the depth (1.5 m). The means of ii show the
same phenomenon: in general the course of the
curve was correct but in detail the dispiacement
was up to the order of 20 m. This dispiacement
corresponds to the variation of h (0.60 m).
4.3 The accuracy of anaiytical
aerotriangulation of coior films
To test the usefulness of aeriai color fiim for ana
lyticai aerotriangulation a block of 3 x 5 images of
coior negative filrn was measured. The scale of the
photographs was 1:16 000 and a Kern CPM-1
monocomparator was used for determining the
image co-ordinates. Control points of the ordinary
Finnish general map production were used as con
trol points and co-ordinates for 11 check points
were determined. Aimost ali of the control points
were not marked with targets, whereas the check
points were targeted. The results showed that
coior films — even negative ones — can be used for
aerotrianguiation purposes. When points with no
targets are used as controi points the mean errors
of measured points will be of the order of 20 cm
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Fiim types
The accuracy of ali the tested fiim types was not
tested in the same way. Black and white film was
tested only by measuring selected test lines. Water
Penetration fiim was tested by interpreting the po
sition of the 1.5 m depth curve and by measuring
depths of 1.5 m in the field, whereas coior- and
color negative fiims were tested by test lines, inter
pretation of the course of the 1.5 m depth curve
and by soundings. On the basis of these tests it can
be stated that ali the fiim types give resuits of
about equai accuracy. When other uses than
photohydrography are aiso taken into account,
color films are the most suitable for depth mapping
purposes.
5.2 Bottom types
The reflectance of the bottom mainly determines
how weii depths can be interpretated in photo
graphs. In this test the bottom was ciassified into
four types: sand, siit, mud and stones. Because the
most extensive tests were made using coior fiim, re
sults can only be given for this fiim.
Areas where there are stones on the bottom are
the most difficult to interpret. This resuit is
suprising but may be caused by shadows between
the stones. Mud also gives poor results, whereas siit
and sand give the best results. The worst errors oe
curred in muddy water areas, which is seifevident.
If rushes exist this helps the interpretation because
the iimit of such vegetation occurs in most cases at
a depth of 1.5 meters. Single stones having a dia
meter greater than — 1 m can easily be detected
using color films on-the scaie 1:15 000. This greatly
reduces the amount of work needed in the
sounding of shaiiow areas.
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5.3 Drawing the depth curves
For interpretation of depths using an autograph,
test lines are needed. Test lines are marked with
targets from the shoreiine to the maximum depth
of visibility. The sites of the targets shouid be se
lected so that one target is used for an increase of
0.5 m in depth. The size of a cross-shaped target
must be at ieast 2.5 x 2.5 meters. A fioating target
must be used at the end of the test line. Some test
lines must exist for every bottom type. The inter
preter must interpret the bottom type on the basis
of shore area vegetation and the topography of the
areas near the lake. In cases where the interpreter is
uncertain about the course of the depth curve he
must make a mark on the map, so that in the final
sounding the exact positioning of the curve can he
checked.
An autograph is a very convenient device for
interpreting depths because curves can be drawn
directly in the maps at the correct scale. This de
creases the amount of work and the maps can be
prepared rapidiy for the final sounding.
5.4 The accuracy of photohydrography
As was described eariier, the error of depth deter
mination using coior fiim is smail when the arith
metic mean of ali the errors is examined. The stan
dard deviation however, indicates that major errors
exist in some piaces. The standard deviation of
the dispiacement of the interpreted curve is about
20 m in ground scaie. This corresponds to an error
of 0.6 m in depth. Some idea of the accuracy can
aiso be achieved when interpreted maps are ex
amined (see Figs. 12—15).
The accuracy of navigation in lakes near the
shores and outside the defined routes (distance
from shore not greater than 150 m) is about 5—20
m, depending on how far the boat is from the
shore. Thus in areas near the shores the accuracies
of the interpreted 1.5 m depth curve and of naviga
tion are of the same magnitude. The accuracy of
the interpreted 1.5 m depth curve is good for de
termining the volume of a lake, because h is very
close to zero. Those who use iakes for recreational
purposes (swimming, fishing) may easily find places
where big errors exist. For these purposes such
bathymetrical maps are therefore Iess useful. It
must however be noticed that maps made using
wintertime soundings often include errors of greater
magnitude than those occurring in mapsprepared
using photohydrography. The mean h’ was
0.02 m and s was 0.68 m, where i’
(h’01
— h’mi), h’0 is the obseed depth,
.
h’, is the depth interpolated from a bathymetric
map made in winter and s is the standard deviation.
The number of observations was 84 in 40 different
lakes. Only depths between 1 m and 2 m were used
to make the results comparabie with the resuits in
Tabie 4. The simpie reason for this is that in win
tertime soundings the bottom cannot be seen at
ali.
In conclusions it can be said that the accuracy of
photohydrography meets the norms of bathymetri
cai mapping in Finnish lakes.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The usefulness of different aeriai films was tested
in four Finnish iakes. The results showed that the
accuracy achieved by interpreting the 1.5 m depth
curve was good for general bathymetrical mapping
purposes in Finnish lakes. Bathymetricai mapping
is currentiy mostiy carried out during wintertime
in Finiand. Because the photohydrographic method
presented here reduces the amount of field work
required and provides good possibilities of de
tecting smail rocks and reefs, it should be inciuded
as a part of the bathymetricai mapping process.
This kind of mapping process would also give
good posibiiities of rapid inventoring of shore
areas, for example in gathering information for
water planning purposes.
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